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Saturday 13th of June, at 11:20 am BST (12:20 CET), TISCAR ESPADAS will be 
launching a new capsule collection called “CAPITULO II /  first act” as part 
of the virtual LONDON FASHION WEEK. 

This is a project made in a period where the traditional creation system 
of a collection was shaken and forced to look for new solutions. Capitulo 
II shows how boundaries can be bridged through imagination, desire and 
creativity in the searching for a common illusion.

The collection CAPITULO II, offers fantastic and poetic imagery, a sensory 
and evocative narrative that comforts, transforms and try to make us freer 
and even more creative. 
When our SPACE - physical, social and freedom - has been limited and 
restricted to interiority, IMAGINATION is the only possible tool to regain 
our freedom. To transport ourselves to our true being. To our HOME.

CAPITULO II is full of new shapes and volumes. It focuses on the details 
and taste for artisan and meticulous work, the technical boasts and 
resignations, volumes that allow ourselves to deconstruct as individuals to 
get closer to our own character. 

It is also full of reminiscences and Spanish roots that led to new 
reinterpretations between fascination and irony, between the depth of 
beauty and the superficiality of appearance, tradition with the most risky 
contemporaneity, to make an almost impossible mix.

CHAPTER II is a multidisciplinary proposal where, around the idea of a 
fashion collection – multiple manifestations are generated with different 
languages to build the necessary and coherent environment for the creation 
of the designer’s imaginary and personal universe. Surrounded by excellent 
artists / friends / collaborators, she has managed to form a magnificent 
work team loaded with talent, who accompanies her, in a delocalized way due 
to the complex circumstances. 
The video presented, was made with Spanish videographer Loic Grovety-Vega 
and dancer Manuel Rodriguez, and was directed through a 16 hour long video 
call between London and Barcelona. The garments and visuals productions both 
breathe how boundaries can be crossed in the collective illusion of capitulo 
II of TISCAR ESPADAS. One can only dream how this continues. 
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about                  

TÍSCAR ESPADAS is a Spanish Fashion Designer & Artist based in London.  
Having founded the studio only recently, in 2019, following her graduation 
from The Royal College of Art, MA Menswear, awarded with The Burberry 
Scholarship.

Her final project “CAPITULO 1” ends up becoming her first collection. With 
it, she was selected as a finalist in the BIG Design Award, Tokyo (Japan).
Besides that, her clothes and paintings had been exhibited at different 
museums and galleries in the UK, Spain, Japan, among others. Her pieces can 
be found in a select list of stores in various parts of the world.

At Tiscar Espadas studio, clothing is the connecting axis of a much broader 
and  diverse language where collaboration (with other artists, disciplines 
and artisans) get combined to create a full complete language.

Raw Spanish authenticity, the craftsman eye for detail, and freedom to 
wear is rippling through every look, characterising Tiscar Espadas design. 
The brand breathes that fashion crosses the boundaries of clothing and is 
reflected in every part of our lives and personal universe. 

The garments are made from a combination of exploration and technical 
construction. Incorporating the delicacy of details, care for material and 
what is accidentally found along the way of making.
Each garment is unique, enhancing signs of the complex, hand craftsmanship.
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collaborators            

Pablo Saiz /Creative mind/ Set Designer
Loic Grobety-Vega /Video creative director
Manuel Rodriguez /Performer
Val de Marne /Actor
Saba Aptsiauri /Model
Iker Gozategui /Photographer
Samuel Puyol /Stylist
Miguel Cristobal /Muah
Alex Kieron /Casting
Biel Capellas / Dop/ Camera
Ruben Yanes /Dop
Vivian Rotie /Art Department
Sara Deuvieta /Shoe Maker
Sandra Monftot /Music composer
Forja Tiznajo /Atrezzo

allover/
not less important:

Juan Vazquez /Graphic Designer
Joao Maraschin /Production
Bronte Schwier /Hardware designer
Vivian H Lake /Milliner
Diego Calvo /Graphic Designer

Migue, Celia, Belen, Julia, Marina, Willem, boyfriends, girlfriends,
sisters, brothers, mothers, fathers & lovers

British Fashion Council

DHL, Zoom, Skype, WhatsApp
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